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What’s the difference between a print textbook, an OER textbook, interactive 
digital textbooks and a digital learning platform or learning management 
system (LMS)? 

•    A traditional print textbook is typically hardbound, paperback or loose-leaf (unbound) 

with pictures and graphics. 

•    OER textbooks are commonly PDF-based digital books that can be downloaded and 

printed by the user. 

•    Interactive digital textbooks integrate reading tools and additional media such as video, 

animations, and tutorials into the reading experience. Interactive e-textbooks may be 

accessed online or downloaded onto a mobile device. 

•    Digital learning platforms and learning management systems provide a technical platform 

for learning, assessment, and analytics to support an interactive e-textbook and additional 

media. 

What is OER?

Open Educational Resources (OER) are teaching, learning and research materials 
that are in the public domain or introduced with an open license. The nature of these 
open materials means that they are released under an intellectual property license 
that permits their free use and anyone can legally copy, use, adapt and re-share them 
freely without compensating the creator or rights holder.

OER can include courseware (e.g. textbooks, tests, tutorials); learning objects (e.g. 
supplemental and modular learning resources); and multimedia (e.g. audio, video, 
online animation) that may reside on diverse technical platforms. The production and 
maintenance of OER is typically funded by grants from government or philanthropies, 
venture capital, tuition or some combination of these.
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Are all OER digital?

Not all OER are digital and not all digital materials are created equal. Many of today’s digital OER 

materials are simple PDFs of documents and worksheets that would otherwise be available in print. 

In fact, many times these documents are printed by users at their own cost. 

•    Digital first materials are frequently developed for use on devices and include interactive, multi-

level content.

 »    These materials include traditional text and graphic-based content but can also include video, 

links to additional resources, embedded assessments and progressive tracking.

•    Commercial content developers have been producing digital first materials for many years. Given 

their complexity, these materials are harder to find in the OER space.  

Is OER free?

Most OER materials are in the public domain or published under free Creative Commons licenses. 

These materials are often defined as “free” because they can be freely acquired, used, modified 

and shared by the end user – most often the student – but there are always costs associated with 

producing, distributing, adopting and updating educational resources.

Are OER free for students?

It depends. 

•    Many OER are available for free download in PDF format. Students can then print the PDF 

themselves or they may be able to purchase a print copy of the OER text from a college 

bookstore.

•    If OER is integrated within a learning management system or requires supplemental materials 

(such as quizzes) students may be charged to access these materials.

Who creates OER? Are they paid?

OER can be created by any individual but is often developed by teachers, faculty, staff and/or paid 

contractors. 

•    On the K-12 level, teachers are not typically reimbursed for their time or effort spent developing 

or curating OER.

•    Higher education institutions may compensate their faculty and staff for creating OER through 

stipends or grants. These are typically “one-time only” payments often funded from philanthropic 

gifts, new or increased student fees and/or tuition. 
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Who funds the creation of OER?

There are multiple models for funding OER, among them:

•    Philanthropic-funded model

 »    Private foundations or charitable organizations either fully-fund or provide partial grants to pay 

authors and teachers to create course materials. 

 »    These course materials are typically offered at low cost (printed materials) or no cost (digital 

materials) to students. 

•    Publicly-funded model

 »    Funds are provided by either state governments or educational institutions and production or 

curation and review is outsourced to commercial publishers, contractors or assigned to faculty. 

Typically, content is reviewed and certified by third-parties before being adopted for classroom use. 

 »    These course materials are typically offered at low cost (printed materials) or no cost (digital 

materials) to students. 

•    Venture-funded model 

 »   Some for-profit technology companies use venture-capital funding to cover production costs and to 

rapidly grow their OER business. While course materials may be provided free to faculty, institutions 

that want to integrate these OER materials onto learning platforms or provide training for faculty/

instructors in their use may be charged fees based on course enrollment. 

 »   Students may be charged for these materials.

•    Commercially-integrated model

 »   Commercial publishers often partner with education or technology non-profits to integrate OER into 

learning platforms. 

 »   These course materials are typically offered at low cost to students. 

•    Self-funded (volunteer) model

 »   Faculty, teachers or content enthusiasts create materials for use in their own classroom or for 

sharing with like-minded instructors. These materials are often made available “as is” with review for 

quality and accuracy left to the user. 

 »   These course materials are typically offered at no cost to students. 

Do publishers and digital learning companies support OER?

Publishers, digital learning companies and other providers of commercial course materials believe OER 

are one of many models for the development and distribution of content. In fact, many commercial 

developers integrate OER within their commercial products or supplemental materials. 
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